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A special issue of Ad Hoc Networks on ‘‘Theory, algorithms and applications
of wireless networked robotics’’
Communications, control, mobility, and cooperation are
the main keywords of future Wireless Networked Robotics.
This new research field brings together the physical con-
trol of mobile sensors and actuators of robotic systems
along with their communication and motion capabilities.
The aim is to foster cooperation and information sharing
among the devices and the robots, and to permit that mis-
sion objectives and task division are performed in closed
loop operations with communications and networking. Is-
sues, concepts and challenges of Wireless Networked
Robotics reside at the intersection between the ad hoc net-
working and the robotics research fields. A large body of
research, addressing a variety of different issues, have been
produced by both communities, mainly aiming to achieve
self-organized cooperation and coordination of multiple
heterogeneous devices toward the realization of target-ori-
ented missions. However, the convergence of objectives
and methodologies between the two communities still
needs further and significant research efforts. As a matter
of fact, important core challenges remain open.

Addressing these aspects, this special issue presents the
research contributions on theory, algorithms and applica-
tions of Wireless Networked Robotics. It also aims at giving
a contribution towards the realization of the convergence
between the domains of ad hoc networking and robotics.

The special issue consists of eight papers. Each submis-
sion underwent three rounds of review with at least two
reviewers per round. The selected papers cover different
fields of application in relation to the synergies between
robotics and networking. The special issue has been there-
fore organized along the following application areas: net-
work maintenance, area coverage, exploration and
navigation, localization and deployment, precision
agriculture.

The first two papers of the issue focus on utilizing ro-
botic systems for network maintenance, as communication
relays and data mules. In the article entitled ‘‘Ad Hoc Self-
Healing of OFDMA Networks using UAV-Based Relays’’,
Rohde et al. utilize aerial relays to compensate cell outage
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and cell overloads LTE-Advanced networks. Using an exact
analytical model for Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio
to compute expected gain, the authors propose an algo-
rithm for Interference-aware Positioning of Aerial Relays
that minimizes inter-cell interference between aerial
nodes and surrounding macro cell base stations and max-
imizes user throughput.

In the article entitled ‘‘Coverage Strategy for Periodic
Readings in Robotic-Assisted Monitoring Systems’’, Viana
et al. consider the sensor coverage problem, where mobile
robots are used to collect readings at a minimum fre-
quency from sensors distributed in a large area and deliver
the readings to a base station within a bounded delay, tak-
ing into account constraints such as number of robots, con-
tinuous trajectories for the robots, and data aggregation
needs.

In ‘‘Spatially Constrained Coordinated Navigation for a
Multi-Robot System’’, Bruggemann et al. tackle the issue
of coordinated multi-robot navigation. The authors ad-
dress the scenario in which the robots need to navigate to-
wards assigned target locations while obeying spatial
constraints, such as communication ones. The proposed
solution is based on the combined use of a movement
graph and on a constraint graph to plan robots’ trajecto-
ries. A solution based on purely local information is also
presented. The coordination algorithms are studied in
extensive simulation experiments and are validated in an
outdoor real world experiment with 6 ground robots.

Cooperative exploration in multi-robot system is the to-
pic of paper ‘‘The effects of exploration strategies and com-
munication models on the performance of cooperative
exploration’’, by Tuna et al. Three different classes of
exploration approaches, namely frontier-base, market-dri-
ven, and role-based, are considered and extensively stud-
ied in simulation in terms of exploration performance vs.
use of computational resources. The effect of different
communication models to let the robots cooperate, as well
as of the number of robots is also thoroughly investigated
and analyzed.
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Localization and deployment are the focal points of the
two papers titled ‘‘An Algorithm for Fast Rendezvous Seek-
ing of Wireless Networked Robotic Systems’’, and ‘‘Ran-
domized Carrier-Based Sensor Relocation in Wireless
Sensor and Robot Networks’’. In the first paper, Manfredi
evaluates a cooperative algorithm for rendezvous seeking
in a robot network through simulation based experiments,
and also provides a rigorous discussion of its design and
analysis. The paper especially focuses on the performance
of the algorithm under realistic communication conditions.
In the second work, Li et al., through a number of simula-
tions, present robot-assisted sensor relocation algorithms
to cover a sensing area of interest. The algorithms detect
and eliminate sensing holes and also minimize the cover-
age redundancies.

One of the classical applications for teams of networked
robots is search and rescue. This is the application scenario
of the paper ‘‘An Autonomous Wireless Networked Robot-
ics System for Backbone Deployment in Highly-Obstructed
Environments’’. Specifically, Vieira et al. study the problem
of deploying and positioning mobile robots in order to of-
fer connectivity to all clients and provide all network links
with a minimum guaranteed rate.

In the study presented in the article ‘‘Autonomous Pre-
cision Agriculture through Integration of Wireless Under-
ground Sensor Networks with Center Pivot Irrigation
Systems’’, Dong et al. propose the development of an
autonomous precision irrigation system with Wireless
Underground Sensor Networks for precision agriculture.
The authors validate the feasibility of their proposal, based
on soil-air communications, by field experiments with a
hydraulic drive and continuous move center pivot irriga-
tion system.
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